Hello, I am Dillon L. here to talk to you about back to school tools on
sale. In addition, one of the big things I will be talking about is laptops.
This is big tool we will need for this school year, and I noticed some
people in are class do not have a laptop, therefore, I am going to do some
sale research on laptops/ notebooks.

Customer Rating:
4.3 /5

I personal dislike this computer because it is a small
place to type on and I know the battery is only 2 hours long. I just cannot stand a
computer that has to be recharging almost all the time. Another thing I dislike is that the
computer has a small member. The only thing I do you like is that it is light and easy to
transport.

Acer 10.1" Intel Atom N450 Netbook (AO532H-2806) - English

This laptop here is a good
laptop. I think because nice big place to type on and has 3 hour battery and can hold
a big memory one thing do hate on this laptop is that it is a big laptop so you have to
pay the extra money to get a laptop backpack. And probably have to get a safe case
but you would be safer of just getting a safe case for any laptop you get.
4.0 /5

Gateway 15.6" Intel Pentium Dual Core T4500 Laptop (ID5401H) - Blue

4.2 /5
Me personal love this laptop
because its nice and big in the memory. It also has a nice size screen on it. It also has a
big place to type on so for me this one I would rate 5/5 but I would also have to pay the
extra money to get the back pack so it is easier to transport.

HP Pavilion 15.6" AMD Athlon II Dual Core Laptop (G61-424CA) - Black - Future Shop Exclusive

I think that I dislike this
computer I know thinking why it has a big keyboard and a long lasting battery huge
battery? This is the reason most so Sony laptops I know and friends of mine got a Sony
and pretty much, it lasted its warranty and fried its self so I have never looked at another
one. So if I was going to rate this one it would be 0/5
4.8 /5

Sony VAIO 15.6" AMD Athlon II X2 P320 Laptop (VPCEE23FDWI) - White - Future Shop
Exclusive

Apple Mac Book Pro 13.3" Intel Core 2

4.7 /

A Mac I love Macs so I will always say that this laptop is 5/5 but I still have to tell you
more. Mac always have a nice screen but I did notice that the screen to power it eats most
your battery so I do suggest you to always to put it on power saving mode. The keyboard
is nice and big one.

I hope you enjoy my work and I hope it will help you pick out your new laptop enjoy 

Duo 2.4GHz Laptop - English - Web Only
For people that want more information go to this web site.

http://bing.search.sympatico.ca/?q=sale%20on%20laptops&mkt=en-ca&setLang=en-CA
By: Dillon Lever Gr.7 Sept. 7

